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Public area’s makeover in Wuzhen,
Tongxiang, demonstrates harmony of
science and nature

Taking a step back in
time to watch indigo
masters ply their trade
By YUAN SHENGGAO

Night view of Zhejiang province’s Wuzhen water town.
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People’s Park harnesses
technology to broaden appeal
By HU YUYAN
huyuyan@chinadaily.com.cn

This is a place where one can talk
to a screen, take pictures with virtu
al animals, dance in front of an
“electronic mirror” and practice tai
chi following an animated instructor.
This is not a science center, but the
64yearold People’s Park in Wuzhen
town of Tongxiang city in Zhejiang
province. “It’s in the memories of
generations of locals,” says a park
staff member surnamed Qian.
A 16 million yuan ($2.41 million)
smart technology makeover has
added modernity to the traditional
park, which reopened to the public
free of charge on Oct 1, the first day
of China’s National Day holiday.
The makeover is part of an effort
by Wuzhen, the permanent site of
the World Internet Conference, to
take technologies out of the lab and
into the community.
“The World Internet Conference
takes place annually in Wuzhen ... ,”
a triangular screen standing at the
park’s entrance answers a question
about the WIC asked by a visitor.
Visitors can talk to it or touch it to
access information such as the real
time price of vegetables, water and
electricity.
Things inside the park may look
ordinary from the outside, but a
closer look may reward your curiosi
ty with a pleasant surprise.
By downloading the park’s name
sake mobile application, visitors are
able to watch reliefs on a wall come to
life through an augmented reality
camera on the app. The animation is
accompanied by narration.
The reliefs tell stories about four

People’s Park in Wuzhen town of Tongxiang city is among the first
batch of public parks in China offering tourists a 5G technological
experience.

celebrated historical figures from
Tongxiang. One of them is Mao Dun,
an author widely acclaimed for works
such as Ziye. The clip shows him
handing his manuscript to his moth
er for suggestions.
The bench at the park is not ordi
nary either. If one places his or her
mobile phone on it, the phone will
suddenly light up and start charging.
If visitors feel cold when they visit
the park in winter, there is no need to
rush home for warmth. They could sit
on the bench, which “heats itself to
around 25 C in winter when it senses
that a person has sat down”, accord
ing to Qian.
The electricity comes from the
bench itself. It has a roof featuring
solar panels, which not only absorb
energy, but shelter people from the
rain and sun.
“A lot of visitors now remain in the
park, on the roofed bench, even when

it’s raining,” Qian says. A park is a
place for people to clear their mind.
Litter bins with artificial intelligence
in People’s Park can take another
thing off their mind by sorting their
litter for them.
The bin opens by itself when it
senses something approaching. The
moment the litter is inside, the bin
identifies whether it’s recyclable or
not and dumps it into the corre
sponding container.
“The accuracy of the identification
is over 80 percent and increases over
time through deep learning,” Qian
says.
Pointing to an expanse of green not
far from the bin, Qian says, “This is
one of the kids’ favorites.”
By scanning the area using the
park’s app, giraffes, sea lions, ele
phants and peacocks pop up on the
screen. Upon being tapped, the sea
lion claps, the elephant sprays water

and the peacock spreads its feathers.
“Kids love taking photos with them,”
Qian says.
The park has seen an expansion in
its visitor base since the makeover.
“The majority of visitors were aged
4570 before the makeover,” Qian
says.
“Now it’s between 20 and 70,” she
says. “Young parents often take their
kids here to learn about the technolo
gies and students come here for their
science projects.”
Seniors can also handle the devices
with ease because “the designers have
simplified the steps involved so that
older people can quickly learn how to
use them”, Qian says.
Among the spots most popular
with seniors are two large screens
placed at the park square. One is for
square dancers and the other for
those interested in martial arts, such
as tai chi. People can see themselves
on the screen through a highresolu
tion camera and learn the moves
from an animated instructor.
“Most of time,” Qian says, “the
screen for square dancers is occu
pied from around 6 am till evening,
except meal times.”
Other smart features of the park
include intelligent street lamps, a
5Genabled selfservice conve
nience store and a fountain that
turns on upon sensing human
movement.
Wuzhen People’s Park is one of a
slew of smart projects the town has
launched to improve people’s lives
using the latest technologies. Others
include an internet hospital, an
autonomous farm and 5Gpowered
selfdriving bus services, according
to the local government.

Zhou Jiming is one of the last of
his generation. An indigo linen
craftsman who uses ageold tech
niques, he and his colleagues, per
haps
more
appropriately
described as brothersinarms,
have been working at this mill in
Tongxiang, Zhejiang province, for
decades.
The years of work is clear to see
on their rough leathery hands,
darkened blue by decades of work
ing with indigo coloring. Every
thing here is done by hand, from
the processing of the indigo, to the
preparing of the fabric to the dying
process and there are no electron
ics in sight.
Despite the hard work, they’re
friendly and curious and have
quick smiles. Zhou has hundreds of
stories to tell, no doubt accumulat
ed over his time working here.
To an outsider, the process looks
simple. But the worker who makes
painting the linen look like child’s
play has had 41 years of honing his
craft.
The dye is created by mixing
water with paste. Linens are then
placed inside vats containing the
dye, where the longer they stay
submerged, the darker the color is.
They can stay in the vats for up to
24 hours, depending on how dark
the coloring is wanted.

An unlikely destination for a
weekend family outing would prob
ably be a pig farm. But the Huateng
pig farm in Tongxiang, Zhejiang
province, is one of the most popular
for local parents.
It has a playground, mini zoo,
library, greenhouses, barbecue res
taurant and no unpleasant smells,
thanks to technologies adopted to
make the farm smarter and greener.
“Many of the facilities are for par
ents and kids,” said a representative
of Zhejiang Huateng Animal Hus
bandry, which has been branching
out into tourism.
Visitors to the farm come from
across the Yangtze River Delta. The
average number of visits per day is
around 1,000, according to the com
pany.
“When the weather is nice,” said a
local resident, “the parking lot out
side is always packed with cars.”
One of the technologies that have
contributed to the pleasant environ
ment is a pig waste treatment proc
ess.
After treatment, pig excrement
becomes biochar organic fertilizer,
which “contains nutrients and pro
vides strong water retention,” said

the Huateng representative. Treated
pig urine becomes liquid fertilizer
and secondary wastewater is
cleaned to raise fish and wash the
pig houses.
The biochar organic fertilizer sells
well, the representative said. “Some
20,000 metric tons of organic fertil
izer is sold annually.”
The farm uses pure plant extracts,
in the form of a fine mist, to disinfect
and deodorize its facilities every day.

“This is why there are no foul odors
around the farm,” said the repre
sentative.
Huateng has built up its technolo
gy portfolio by strengthening
research and bringing in talent.
In 2016, Huateng established a
research institute with the Chinese
Academy of Engineering.
It also works with top universities
such as Zhejiang University and the
National University of Singapore,

according to the company. Experts
from the company’s consultation
team include Marc Huon, former
president of the Belgian Feed Associ
ation, and Shen Jianzhong, an aca
demician of the Chinese Academy of
Engineering.
Besides being smarter and green
er, the agricultural industry of Tong
xiang is getting younger with the
support of government policies that
encourage college graduates to enter

the field. “The main reason I chose
to work here is the favorable policies
specifically designed for college
graduates,” said Lyu Zhiwei.
The 29yearold college graduate
works with Xiaolu Garden at the
Chongfu base for agricultural start
ups in Tongxiang.
With a planned area of 133 hec
tares, the base was built in 2016 by the
local government to encourage col
lege graduates to work in agriculture

From left: The Huateng pig farm in Tongxiang is a popular destination for children with a playground, mini zoo and greenhouses. The pic
turesque view of the Chongfu base for agricultural startups in Tongxiang, Zhejiang province. PHOTOS PROVIDED TO CHINA DAILY
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As interesting as the work is, it’s
a hidden world that’s been built
here. The only entrance is through
a quiet park on the outskirts of
Tongxiang.
It’s a fascinating place to be. In
many ways, time has not changed
for the 140 years when this mill has
been processing indigo linens.
This corner of Tongxiang is
where time moves slowly. Cosseted
by the trees of the park and the
remoteness of this area, Zhou and
his compatriots are protected from
the outside.
Everything
outside
has
changed. Their largest market
now is not China but Japan. Sales
are not done face to face, or even
over the phone, but over the
internet.
And the competition isn’t oth
er mills, but factories with high
tech machinery that can churn
out thousands of meters of linen
a day.
Without direct competition, it
means that Zhou’s indigo is more
expensive. In a market where
products are judged by price, the
fabrics produced here are judged
on their authenticity and quality.
Seeing the process, the know
how and the art, it’s seeing intangi
ble cultural heritage come to life.
It’s not just the product that
deserves recognition, it’s their way
of life.

From top: Zhou Jiming (center) introduces the process of dying
to visitors in Tongxiang.The indigo linen art is seen as intangible
cultural heritage. PHOTOS BY MIGUEL VILLANUEVA / FOR CHINA DAILY

Pig farm brings home the bacon by branching out into tourism
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by offering them financial and other
types of support. “Food and accom
modation at the base is cheaper than
the average market price,” Lyu said.
“Each meal at the staff canteen
costs 10 yuan ($2) and the monthly
cost of accommodation is 300 yuan.”
Yi Wei, who was a graphic design
major at college and now runs a
greenhouse, cited similar reasons for
his decision to relocate to the base.
“All the facilities are built by the
government,” Yi said.
“The rent of the land is 3,000 yuan
per mu (0.067 hectares) for the first
year; 4,000 yuan for the second year;
and 5,000 yuan for the third year and
the foreseeable future.”
“This is so cheap that my
friend’s jaw dropped open upon
hearing this,” he said, adding,
“The local government also intro
duced us to potential loan provid
ers and helps us recruit interns”.
Yi said his shop on ecommerce
platform Taobao now ranks
among the top 300 plant sellers in
terms of sales.
Livestreaming has been a main
driver behind the growth. “Half of
our total sales come from orders
placed during our daily twohour
livestream,” Yi noted.
To date, 29 agricultural projects
have set up shop at the base. It
employs more than 60 college
graduates and over 200 residents
from surrounding areas, accord
ing to the local government.

